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About This Game

The story of Season Match starts when the Snow Queen has her magic mirror broken, and decides to make cold winter stay
forever in the fairy-land. You will set out on a legendary journey to find the pieces of the broken mirror, put them together and

beat the Snow Queen.

Four seasons

Over 250 missions

Fantastic characters

Easy-to-Play for all ages
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Learn-as-you-play tutorial

Awesome music
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Title: Season Match
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
URSE Games
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian
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I must say that the animations are fun, they are the reason I wanted to try it in the first place.

The sound is limited? Just no good. Also the gameplay is limited.
Couch co-op is just spamming, to easy, no tactics required..
Solo is doable, but gets boring after a few levels.
The Couch versus is so limited and it just sucks.. Best PC port I've ever played. If you love challenging stylish-action games, this
is so for you! Total blast from the past!!. I wasn't really a fan of the Survivor mode of the game, so $8 for the DLC doesn't
really sit well with me.. I could play this no matter what, because of I love playing zombie driver-ish games.
But ingame controls (and key mapping) is way too broken, making the game completely unplayable.. 2016 game with 1996
controls. And it's a racing game, where controls should be priority #1.
I've played PS1 games with better/authentic controls.

Sadly, I cannot recommend it, due to the fact that the racing part (in a racing game) is done badly, so when you'll race - you
won't get the feel that you're rac... well, you got the point.

Controls: the acceleration is on the "Z" button, brakes are on "S", and steering is on "Q" and "D". Funny, huh? There's more.
You cannot change the controls layout. At all. There's no such option.
I know, who steers with a keyboard, anyway. But still, completely removing the option to set the controls to, for example,
WASD - it's ridiculous. Using an item in an MMO/RPG on "L" button - it isn't ergonomic, but, if you do it once in a minute (for
a quest, for example), it's fine. But it's a racing game, where you'll be using ZSQD controls all the time... =)
Alot of fellas play on laptops, and not everyone carry gamepads along every time they play something like this. And, taking in
mind smaller laptop keyboards, remappable controls would be a life saver for them. Believe me, I played UT and various
emulators on laptops in Pentium II era, and "stock" controls are often not a best choice. =)

And another thing - though the game uses Unreal Engine 4, the overall level of graphical "complexity" meets the HD tablet
game, rather than a 2016 PC one.
I love Unreal Engine for its visuals/performance/scalability/ect, but the use of it in that project is nothing more than a ripoff,
and doesn't represent what UE is capable of.

If you want a fun racing game, with decent controls/physics - take a look at other acrades, and leave this one be.
I'm not encouraging anyone to stay away of this game, just because of this review. That's just a warning. After all, that's what
Steam cashback is for. =)
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not my type of game. If you like games to be a challenge, All My Gods is not for you. No one ever dies and you cannot lose.
You build a city and complete quests. You godly power helps a bit. It feels like a cheat at first, but it's rather annother ressource
which slowly refills then used. The game starts with a tutorial, and immediately after the tutorial the game is at its weakest
moments. You have to wait quite a lot for stuff to finish. That gets a lot better, because later in the games there are a lot of
corners where you can do something. I'm a big fan of casual games, and All My Gods is the best I have been playing this year.
The story is not very deep, but the building of the city is really fun. Most casual games I've tried this year prevent fun by
implementing a slow process and introducting coins/gems/whatever to speeden up things. That only helps temporarily. All My
Gods is ok with buying it once and then actually playing and liking the game. I love All My Gods and I will replay it from time
to time.. After i managed to get Croatia it's independence i decided to randomly start war against it, because i got bored after i
gave entire Russia and Europe to it.(Yes, Croatia had control over Russia and Europe, Croatia stronk)

So, Croatia firstly made an alliance with Brazil, because there is no more random country when it comes to war against Croatia
and Germany. The allied with Poland, i was amused.

Then Croatia formed the "Fascist state of Albania". I died laughing.

This game has nothing to do with WWII. Here you do whatever the hell you want.

Croatia stronk, hail Fascist Albania 10\/10. this is easily one of my favorite fighting games ever. highly recommend this game
for fighting game fans.. Interesting concept... makes me wonder.... where a second version of the game can go... more weapons?
Enemy patterns? Smoke physics? Great gameplay, by the way!. Edit, 3/7/19: Still lots of bugs, no hard AI, and almost a year
into release. Disappointing, but I still hold out hope.

TLDR: 7/10. A great board game port somewhat hampered by its mobile roots.

Let me get the bad out of the way first, this is a mobile port with very little enhancement for PC and it shows. The game's use of
screen real estate is very unoptimized for large screen monitors. Large Icons and game elements could have been shrunk down
and more elements of the board game allowed to occupy the main screen. Two side menus on each side of the game could be
left open by default, but everytime you restart the game and even when your turn comes back around, the menus are tucked
away again, they should stay open by default as they don't obstruct anything.

Some newer players have complained about constantly having to access information hidden away in menus. This is only partially
true as most of the info an experienced player needs is on the main screen. For the benefit of those experienced with the game
I'll list the menus that people think have info hidden away and what is actually visible on the main screen without opening those
menus. Satellite menus include: resource exchange screen with power bowl, town tile screen, players score status screen, player
bonus tile selection screen, favor tile screen, cult track, power tiles, round score tiles. The main screen does present you with a
lot of that info without opening those menus including, with the side menus open: home terrain with terraforming costs for other
terrains (left side menu open), current round score tile and power tiles available to use (right side menu open). Player info cards
at the bottom include: current workers, coins and priests available and income levels for next round, power bowl summary, cult
track positions. So that's quite a bit of info available reducing the need to open those menus.

So the real star here is the board game itself. Terra Mystica is deep, complex, and presents you with many choices each turn.
The game consists of 6 rounds of expanding your fantasy empire using different factions all with their own unique powers. A
round consist of 8 possible actions with each player taking one action then the next player taking their action, this continues
until all players have passed and then the next round begins with each player recieving their income and performing their actions
again. Every round has a different way to gain points so many of your action choices will revolve around what will score points
during that round. The game has some interesting synergy, when you build certain structures next to a neighbor, you get a
discount, in turn, they get the option of gaining power at the cost of some victory points based on the value of their adjacent
buildings involved. Power is very important for some actions, but so are victory points, so it's an interesting trade-off to
consider. There are many ways to earn points throughout the game and of course the winner is the faction with the most points
at the end of round 6.

A future expansion "Fire and Ice" are included in the price and will add more factions and game elements.

Single player has 4 easy AIs based on time starting with a 1 second thinking AI up to a pretty tough 15 second thinker. A
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Medium and Hard "learning" AI are promised in a future update.
Multiplayer has chat and is cross-platform so you can play with Android and iOS players and games seem readily available.

A lot of reviews and players have bashed the tutorial pretty hard. I'll just say that this is a complex game and writing a long
complex tutorial to cover all elements of the game would have been an expensive time sink for a small team, so I personally had
no problems reading up and watching some cardboard playthroughs. I didn't bother with the tutorial.

Overall, I find Terra Mystica a gem of a board game and can easily forgive the shortcomings this digital implementation has. A
must buy for true board game fans.

Pros:
Uses original board game art with only a few digital embellishments.
Easy AI is pretty good with harder "learning" AI to come.
Fire and Ice expansion will be included in a future update.
Deep, thought provoking gameplay with little left for chance.
Cross Platform play for multiplayer.
Ability to play a deep boardgame on something other than a phone/tablet.

Cons:
Mobile roots are obvious.
Oversized elements meant to be visible on mobile are oversized on large monitors.
Screen real estate not optimized for PC monitors, needs more game elements on-screen.
No tooltips make it a little tough for newcomers.
Game is too complex for the tutorial, newcomers should probably watch a cardboard playthru.. I realy enjoyed this game. it was
better then i was expecting.
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